
Drag and Drop

Minimum of 4 and Maximum of 10. There can be 1 or more response targets to drag a “token” to.
Students can select a token on top of a target and remove it either dragging it back to the token list
or just removing it. If the target already has a toke and the student selects another token on top of
the same target, the original token is sent back to the token list.

Example



DRAG-AND-DROP RATIONALE ITEM
TYPE
Item includes 1 sentence with 1 cause and 1 effect or 1 sentence with one
cause and 2 effects. This can be a single dyad (1 sentence with 2 targets) or a
single triad (1 sentence with 3 targets). Students can select a token on top of
a target and remove it by either dragging it back to the token list or just
removing it.

Here's How It Works
Review patient data including:

● Nurse’s Notes
● History & Physical
● Flow Sheet
● Orders

You must drag and drop one condition and one client finding to complete the sentence



DROP DOWN

DROP DOWN CLOZE ITEM TYPE
Includes a paragraph of information with 1 or more drop-down options from
which to complete the paragraph. There can be 3-5 options in each
drop-down. There is a minimum of 1 sentence with 1 drop-down per sentence;
maximum of 5 sentences with 1 drop-down per sentence.

UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

Review patient data including:
● History & Physical
● Orders

Chose the most likely options from the drop downs to complete the statements.



DROP DOWN RATIONALE ITEM TYPE
Item includes 1 sentence with 1 cause and 1 effect or 1 sentence with one
cause and 2 effects. This can be a single dyad (1 sentence with 2
drop-downs) or a single triad (1 sentence with 3 drop downs each). There can
be 3 to 5 options in each drop-down.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

Review patient data including:
● History & Physical
● Laboratory Results
● Flow Sheet

Choose the most likely options from the drop downs to complete the statements.

DROP DOWN TABLE ITEM TYPE



Item includes 1 sentence with 1 cause and 1 effect or 1 sentence with one
cause and 2 effects. This can be a single dyad (1 sentence with 2
drop-downs) or a single triad (1 sentence with 3 drop downs each). There can
be 3 to 5 options in each drop-down.
UNFOLDING ITEM
Review patient data including:

● History & Physical
● Laboratory Results
● Nurses Notes

Choose the most likely options from the drop downs to complete the statements.

MULTIPLE CHOICE



MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEM TYPE
Includes radio buttons that can be selected or unselected. If one radio button
is already selected and another is selected, the selection moves to the newly
selected one.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of client information:
● History & Physical
● Nurses Notes
● Flow Sheet
● Laboratory Results
● Orders

Select the single nursing intervention that would be most appropriate.



MATRIX MULTIPLE CHOICE ITEM
TYPE
Items have at least 4 rows and no more than 10 rows. There can be 2
options/columns or 3 options/columns. Each row must have 1 response option
selected. A student cannot continue to the next item until responding to all
rows.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patient’s data.
● History & Physical
● Laboratory Results
● Flow Sheet

Select the most appropriate from each row



MULTIPLE RESPONSE

MATRIX MULTIPLE RESPONSE ITEM
TYPE
Each response column could have multiple correct responses. There can be
between 2 and 10 columns and 4 to 7 rows, and each column must have 1
response option selected.

UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patients data
● Nurse’s Notes
● History & Physical

Select each response from the row that indicate an appropriate response.



MULTIPLE RESPONSE SELECT ALL
THAT APPLY ITEM TYPE
Includes questions with answers with only 1 correct response or multiple
correct responses. There are at least 5 options with no more than 10 options.
All 10 could be correct.

UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patients data
● Nurses’ notes
● History & Physical
● Laboratory Results
● Flow Sheet
● Orders

Select ANY or ALL responses that indicate an appropriate response.



MULTIPLE RESPONSE SELECT N
ITEM TYPE
Different than other multiple response item types in that the student may not
select all but instead is limited to a certain number of keys. The required
number to select is based on the keys.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patient data:
● History & Physical
● Laboratory Results
● Flow Sheet

Select the number of selections from the group that indicate the appropriate responses.



MULTIPLE RESPONSE GROUPING
ITEM TYPE
The table has a minimum of 2 groupings with a maximum of 5 groupings Each
grouping has a minimum of 2 options and maximum of 4 options. The number
of options are the same for all groupings, and students must select at least
one option from each grouping.

UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patient’s data.
● Nurses Notes
● Flow Sheet

Select each response from the group that indicate an appropriate response.



HIGHLIGHT

HIGHLIGHT TEXT ITEM TYPE
Students must select parts of the text to determine what is critical for the
action. Responses are tokenized, and there can be a maximum of 10 options.
Students can also select and unselect options.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patient data.
● Nurses Notes
● History & Physical

Highlight the text that is critical in determining a course of treatment.



HIGHLIGHT TABLE ITEM TYPE
Students must select parts of the text to determine what is critical for the
action. Responses are tokenized, and there can be a maximum of 10 options.
Students can select and unselect options.
UNFOLDING ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of patient data:
● History & Physical
● Nurses Notes
● Laboratory Results

Highlight all the text that is critical in determining a course of treatment.

BOWTIE



BOWTIE ITEM TYPE
Addresses all 6 steps of the NCJMM in one item. Students must drag and
drop an item a series of the targets to continue forward.
STANDALONE ITEM TYPE

Responses fall into 3 categories:
● Actions to take.
● Potential conditions
● Parameters to monitor.

Drag and drop and item into each of the targets at the top to continue.

TREND



TREND ITEM TYPE
Addresses multiple steps of the NCJMM by having the student review
information over time. Trend standalone items can feature any item response
type.
STANDALONE ITEM TYPE

You are given a set of clients needs

For each client need, select the nursing intervention(s) that would be appropriate.

Strategies for answering NGN style questions.
Recognize cues in the question to make good clinical decisions. Key is to prevent negative
patient outcomes, so by recognizing cues it will ensure safety and quality care. Cues are client
findings or assessment data that provide information for nurses as a basis for decision making.



UNFOLDING CASE STUDIES begin with a clinical scenario and are presented in several ways
(SEE ABOVE FOR EXAMPLES). Unfolding case studies are used to make realistic scenarios.

NGN test items that measure the ability to Recognize cues will require you to distinguish
between which presented client findings are:

RELEVANT: cues that are directly related to client outcomes or priority of care
When determining which client findings are relevant, you need to FIRST CONSIDER if client
data is within the normal parameters.

NOT RELEVANT: Cues that are NOT DIRECTLY related to client outcomes or priority of
care.

EXAMPLE:
A 91-year-old client has been brought by EMS to the ED after falling at home. The client’s
daughter explains to the nurse that the client has “always been stubborn by insisting on doing
everything herself.” While the daughter went out to buy groceries, the client climbed onto a
stepstool to reach something in a cabinet over the refrigerator. The client apparently lost balance
and was found on the kitchen floor. The nurse performs the initial assessment and documents
these client findings:

INITIAL FINDINGS
● Temperature: 96.8 F
● HR: 90 BPM and regular
● RR: 22 BPM
● BP: 142/88 mm Hg
● SpO2: 92%
● Alert and oriented x 2 (person and place)
● States that pain is 10/10 (on a 0-10 pain intensity scale)
● Whimpering and holding right hip
● Right leg and foot externally rotated.
● Right leg shorter than left leg

FINDINGS NOT WITHIN NORMAL RANGE
● Temperature: 96.8 F: not wnl for an adult it is EXPECTED finding for older adult

as a normal physiologic change associated with aging. So this is NOT RELEVENT
to the situation.



● RR: 22 BPM: High RR would be EXPECTED as a response to the pain level and
considered NOT RELEVENT.

● BP: 142/88 mm Hg: High BP would be EXPECTED in someone with severe pain,
and considered NOT RELEVANT

● SpO2: 92%: Oxygen levels decrease with old age , and this finding may NOT BE
RELEVANT for this client.

● Alert and oriented x 2 (person and place): Normal findings would be AOX3,
however this client fell, and it would be EXPECTED that she might be disoriented
specially because of the pain level. So this factor would be considered NOT
RELEVENT.

THE MOST RELEVANT DATE ARE RELATED TO THE CLIENTS TRAUMA
REULTING FROM THE FALL:

● States that pain is 10/10 (on a 0-10 pain intensity scale)
● Whimpering and holding right hip
● Right leg and foot externally rotated.
● Right leg shorter than left leg

***This data shows the most immediate concern and the most important factors for
the nurse to focus on in this situation.***

HOW DO YOU ANALYZE CUES

Analyze cues is a cognitive skill nurses use to interpret the cues recognized in a clinical
scenario and establish the significance of those cues. Relevant cues are analyzed to
determine supporting and opposing manifestations of an evolving client condition.



Multiple factors are considered and potential complications that could be occurring are
identified to guide subsequent planning and nursing actions.

Analyzing cues requires a prompt and comprehensive examination of client data, fitting
them into the bigger picture of the overall clinical scenario, and determining what the
relevant cues mean. Requires being able to narrow down the client factors.

First ask: “what do these client findings mean?”
Second ask: “What is happening to the client?”

Being able to focus on the relevant data and analyze those cues will help to determine the
bigger clinical picture.

Analyzing cues and determining what relevant client data means leads to formulating
client needs, prioritizing client care, planning care, and clinical decision making with
implanting care.

STRATEGIES for NGN items that measure ANALYZE CUES:
1. Examine the relevant cues or findings that are unexpected.
2. Determine client conditions that link or connect with the client findings or cues
3. Ask: What do these findings means and what is happening to the client? Are there

any findings or cues that support or oppose any client conditions?
4. Decide if any other information in the clinical situation would help establish the

significance of the findings within the context of the bigger clinical picture.

Test Items and Variations using Analyzing Cues

Drop Down Drop- Down Cloze
Drop-Down Rationale
Drop-Down in Table

Multiple Response Multiple Response Select N
Multiple Response Select All That Apply
Multiple Response Grouping
Matrix Multiple Response

Multiple Choice Multiple Choice Single Response
Matrix Multiple Choice

Drag and drop Drag and Drop Cloze
Drag and Drop Rationale
Drag and Drop in Table

When the drop-down item type is used to measure analyze cues, the test taker is required to
complete a sentence or blank space by choosing from a list of options.



Multiple Response Test Items to Measure Analyze Cues

When multiple response item types are used to measure Analyze cues, you are required to follow
the question directions regarding how to select options.

For a matrix style question, look at each condition asked about, and ask yourself whether the
assessment findings are specifically related or not specifically related to the suspected client
condition and why you are interpreting the findings in this way.

EXAMPLE:

DRAG and DROP Rational Questions

For the drag and drop rationale item, a full understanding of “paired” information is required in
order to answer the question correctly. The concept needs to be justified by the rationale chosen.
If a question is asking about a complication and associated client findings or associated risk



factors, the complication needs to be correctly identified first. Then the client findings and risk
factors associated with that compilation need to be determine in order to receive credit for the
answer.

PRIORITIZE HYPOTHESES is a cognitive skill nurses use to establish and rank client needs
or hypotheses in order of priority. You must consider potential occurrences such as the likelihood
of what could happen in a specific scenario, the urgency of it, and associate risks. In addition,
environmental factors and individual factors need to be considered when prioritizing.

When prioritizing, you are deciding which client needs or problems are primary and require
immediate attention and which ones could be delayed until a later time because they are not
urgent.

Interpret relevant data from a clinical scenario and consider all possibilities /predictions about
what is occurring, than rank these according to urgency and risks for client, in order to decide on
the priority needs.

To determine MOST IMMEDIATE and MOST SERIOUS ask yourself:
1. What could explain what I am seeing with my client
2. Which explanations are most likely
3. Which explanations are least likely
4. Which of these explanations are the most immediate and serous
5. Where do I start planning care

Environmental Factors Individual Factors
Environment
Refers to the setting in which client care is
taking place. Important bc you need to
establish priority client needs and
approach answering a question in ED
different than a community based setting.

Client observation
Used to establish hypotheses and then
rank them in order of priority, will guide
further client care.

Resources
Availability of resources will affect the
way you answer a question . If you are a
first responder to a mass causality site,
you would triage victims differently than

Knowledge and Skills
Nurses knowledge and skills are
individual factors considered when
answering question . USE ALL
NURSING PROCESSES HERE.

Specialty
Important factor to pay attention to is the
nursing specialty. Questions will be
answered differently depending on
specialty due to slight differences in
concepts.

Candidate (test taker) characteristics
Prior experience
Level of experience



if victims were brough to the ED bc the
resources available are different.

Medical Records
External factor that is needs to be
considered before answering the question
about the clinical scenario.

Consequences and Risks
Client findings and establishing and
ranking hypotheses based on the
explanations, you need to think about the
consequences and risks associated with
the findings.

Time Pressure
External factor to consider when applying
the skill prioritize hypotheses. If tie is part
of the data presented in the question, it
may be a factor to consider as you are
deciding on the answer or answers to the
question.

Task complexity
A measure of the difficulty of a task that
the nurse considers and takes into account
in order to complete the task.

Cultural consideration
Information related to the client’s culture
is included in the clinical scenario, it will
be important to consider these factors as
you answer test questions. Example
considering dietary preferences as they
relate to clients cultural needs.

COMMON STRATEGIC WORDS OR PHRASES
● Best
● First
● Primary
● Initial



● Immediate
● Next
● Essential
● Most Likely
● Most Important

HIGH PRIORITY
A client need that is life threatening, or if untreated could result in harm to the client

INTERMEDIATE PRIORITY
A nonemergency and non-life threatening client need that does not require immediate attention
and can wait to be addressed

LOW PRIORITY
A client need that is not directly related to the client’s illness or prognosis, is not urgent, and can
wait until high and intermediate client needs are addressed

GENERATE SOLUTIONS
A cognitive skill nurses use to create the plan of care. Use knowledge of treatments and.
Interventions that would address identified client needs and modifies them to meet priorities of
care. Need to be able to connect appropriate actions to your hypotheses (client needs). Skill
involves thinking through several care options to create the place of care, by deciding which
actual or potential interventions are acceptable in the scenarios and which are protentional
harmful and should be avoided. AN EXAMPLE OF THIS TYPE OF QUESTION STYLE IS
ACCEPTABLE OR CONTRAINIDIATED INTERVENTIONS

HOW TO ANSER THESE QUESTIONS
● Use known client data and prioritized hypotheses
● Decide on expected outcomes of safe client care
● Create a list of multiple actual and potential interventions – NOT JUST THE BEST
● Remember that actual and potential interventions could be actions or collecting more

information
● Communicate and document expected outcomes clearly
● Revise interventions as client needs evolve.



EXAMPLE.



NCSBN’S MODEL OF CLINICAL JUDGMENT
NGN questions are based on the NCSBN’S Model of Clinical Judgment

Key points of clinical judgment:

● Recognize that clinical judgment is the result or outcome of thinking to make decisions
about client care when potential or actual health problems occur. The same process of
thinking to make clinical decisions occurs repeatedly as you manage client problems.

● Acquire and recall nursing knowledge to make appropriate clinical judgments.
● Learn how to prioritize a clients need for care based on the data presented about a clinical

situation.
● Be familiar with the best current evidence regarding a presented client situation so you

can come up with possible solutions or approaches for care to keep the client safe

SIX NCSBN Clinical Judgment Measurement Model Cognitive Skills

1. Recognize Cues: What matters most?
a. Collect client data from a number of sources. Cues are client findings or

assessment data that provide information for nurses as a basis for decision making
to make appropriate clinical judgments and can be divided into FOUR MAJOR
TYPES.

i. Environmental Cues: Presence of family member
ii. Client observation, signs and symptoms
iii. Medical record cues, labs and vitals
iv. Time Pressure cures: rapid clinical decline

2. Analyze Cues: What should it mean?
a. After RELEVANT CUES have been identified in a clinical scenario, the nurse

organizes and links them to the clients presenting clinical situation.
b. Ask yourself:

i. What do the relevant client data mean or indicate at this time
3. Prioritize Hypotheses: Where do I start?

a. After organizing , grouping, and linking relevant client findings with actual or
potential client conditions, the next cognitive skill requires you to narrow down
what the data means and prioritize the clients problems or needs.

4. Generate Solutions: What can I do?
a. After identifying the clients priority problem in a given clinical scenario, you

want to think about all the possible actions that can be used to resolve or mange
the problem. To assist in selecting the possible actions or approach to care you
might include, first determine what outcomes are desired or expected for the
client.

5. Take Action:What will I do?
a. Deciding which action to implement is the focus of this skill. After generating a

list of possible interventions, determine the most appropriate intervention or
combination of interventions that will resolve or manage the clients priority health



problems or concerns. Also determine how each intervention will be
implemented.

i. Examples
1. What to communicate
2. What to document
3. What to perform
4. What to administer
5. What to teach
6. What to request from PCP or other team member

6. Evaluate outcomes: did it help?
a. Determine if the interventions implemented for the client resolved or

effectively managed the health problems. Best way to make the determination
is to compare what the desired or expected outcomes are with current client
findings or observed outcomes.

i. Ask yourself:
1. Which assessment finding/signs and symptoms indicate that the

clients condition has improved?
2. Which finding(s) indicate that the clients condition has declined?






